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Microsoft Learn constantly evaluates exams to make sure that they cover the latest information and 

breakthroughs in technology. After all, passing a Microsoft exam and earning certification is an 

industry-acknowledged marker of mastery. Because of this constant evolution, you’ll want to be sure 

that you’re studying the right materials. 

As you look to prepare with the self-serve resources that are available on Microsoft Learn, get started 

by visiting a few key pages. 

Begin by going to the exam page, where you’ll find the latest information on what to study and the 

skills that you’ll need as prerequisites to take the exam. To get to the page, enter the following URL: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/certifications/exams/mb-910 
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Overview 
On this overview page, you’ll find basic information about the exam and how to schedule it. In the first 

section, you can 1) see whether an update is scheduled soon, 2) read about the exam, and 3) find out 

whether the exam is part of a particular certification and which (if any) exams it’s related to. 

 

 

Schedule exam 
Next, read about how to schedule your exam. This section of the page provides the cost of the exam, 

the languages in which it’s offered, and other basics that you’ll have to know before you take the 

exam. 
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After the details on how to schedule, three important sections cover the most up-to-date information 

that you should study to prepare for the exam. The first section specifies the skills that the exam 

measures. 

 

Skills measured 
This “Skills measured” section will contain bulleted items that can point you to what’s covered and 

how much of the exam is about those skills. At the end of this section, you can select a link to 

download an exam-skills outline. Whenever an exam is changed, this skills outline is updated. If you’ve 

been studying for awhile, you’ll want to download a fresh copy of the outline. 

 

In your downloaded outline, you’ll see an in-depth layout of the types of skills and knowledge that 

you’ll have to demonstrate on the exam. Microsoft Worldwide Learning recommends that you print 

this outline and use it as you prepare to pass your exam. 

The next section that will help you prepare for the exam is the “Two ways to prepare” section, where 

you’ll see two options: “Online - Free” and “Instructor-led - Paid”. Let’s look at the “Online - Free” 

option first. 

 

Two ways to prepare 
The online resources are learning paths within Microsoft Learn that are self-serve guidance through 

the concepts, ideas, and technology that the exam will cover. Again, as the exam is updated (the date 

of the update, if one is scheduled, always appears at the beginning of the page, right after the exam 

name), these learning paths can evolve or change, with material being added or removed. It’s always 

best to check this exam page to make sure that you’ve reviewed the most up-to-date material. 

Note: if you’re signed in by using your Microsoft Learn account, you can select the + Save option on 

any of these learning paths to add it to your profile. 
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If you’re interested in working with an instructor to review the materials, select the “Instructor-led - 

Paid” option, which provides an instructor-guided set of sessions to gain the skills that are necessary 

to earn certification. The dates, times, and availability of these sessions can vary by geographic area. 
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Certifications and exam resources 
The last section of the page covers related certifications and exam resources. Here, you might find 

helpful information that relates to the specific exam that you’re taking. After you’ve reviewed the 

previous sections, taking time to review this section can alert you to other certifications that might 

interest you, resources for all exams and certifications, and assistance that Microsoft can give you that 

will support you in taking your exam. 
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Resources 
If you’re looking for more resources, demos, or webinars to walk you through the technologies and 

gain the skills and knowledge that you need to prepare for exams, go to 

https://aka.ms/enablement_resources and use the search bar to look for an exam that you’d like to 

take. You’ll find materials to help you prepare―from virtual training series to exam-prep demos―and 

discover on-demand training for your role and level. 

Microsoft wants you to be prepared for your exams and confident of your skills and experience. The 

most recent updates are present on each exam page, available to help you learn what you need to 

unlock your potential and prove your expertise. We wish you good luck in preparing for your next 

exam! 

 

https://aka.ms/enablement_resources

